
Lesson Five

Bedroom Soney ka kamra

Bathroom Ghusal khana



Postpositions

Bazar sey

From the market

Sabun sey

Postpositions

sey

from, with

mein

in

Vocabulary

sabun (m)

soap

palang (m)

bed

With the soap

Palang per

On the bed 

Daraz mein

In the drawer

in

per

on

bed

daraz (m)

drawer



Postpositions

Daraz kay under

Inside the drawer

Almari kay bahir

Vocabulary

daraz (m)

drawer

almari (f)

cupboard

Postpositions

kay under

inside

kay bahir

outside

Outside the cupboard

Singhar meiz kay oper

On the dressing table

Kursi kay neechey

Below the chair

cupboard

singhar meiz (m)

dressing table

kursi (f)

chair

outside

kay oper

on

kay neechey

below



Ordering or requesting in Bedroom 

Grammar

Noun + postposition

+ Noun + Verb

Bazar sey sabun lao.

Bring soap from the 

market.

Palang per chadar dalo. 

(Put sheet on the bed)

Almari mein chadar rakho. 

(Put sheet in the cupboard)

Baazar sey sabun lao. 

(Bring soap from the market)

Vocabulary

palang (m)

bed

almari (f)

cupboard

chadar (f)
Baazar sey sabun lao. 

(Bring soap from the market)

Chaabi sey tala kholo.

(Open the lock with the key)

chadar (f)

sheet

sabun (m)

soap

dalna

to put

rakhna

to put

kholna

to open



Practice 
Bring comb

from the market. 

___ ____ ____ .

Put towel

in the bathroom.

___ ____ ____.

Grammar

Noun + postposition

+ Noun + Verb

Bazar sey sabun lao.

Bring soap from the 

market.

Vocabulary

kunghi (f)

comb

tolia (m)

towel

gadda (m)

mattress

sabun (m)___ ____ ____.

Put mattress 

on the bed.

___ ____ ____.

Wash hands 

with the soap.

___ ____ ____.

sabun (m)

soap

haath (m)

hands

lana

to bring

rakhna

to put

dhona

to  wash

Postpositions

sey

from, with

mein

in

per

on



Agreement of gender in Noun Phrase

• The adjectives which come in a Noun Phrase 

agree with the gender of the noun e.g. 

Masculine form of adjective with 

masculine nouns

Feminine form of adjective 

with feminine nouns

ach-a ghar (m)        nice house ach-i gari (f)                          nice car  ach-a ghar (m)        nice house

ach-a larka (m) nice boy

ach-i gari (f)                          nice car  

ach-i larki (f) nice girl

geel-a tolia (m)        wet towel

ach-a geel-a tolia good wet towel

geel-i chadar (f)        wet sheet

ach-i geel-i chadar good wet sheet



Practice

Vocabulary

gadda (m)

mattress

kunghi (f)

comb

Adjectives

acha/achi

nice

bara, bari

big, large comb

sabun (m)

soap

almari (f)

cupboard

daraz (m)

drawer

kursi (f)

chair

big, large

chota/choti

small



Describing things in Bedroom 

Grammar

Demonstrative

Pronoun + Noun + 

Adjective + Verb

Yeh gadda mota hai.

This mattress is 

thick.

Yeh palang poash bara hai.

(This bed cover is large.)

Voh ghilaf chota hai.

(That pillow case is small.)

Yeh tolia saaf hai. 

(This towel is clean.)

Vocabulary

palang poash (m)

bed cover

ghilaf (m)

pillow case

tolia (f)

towel

kambal (f)thick.

Yeh tolia saaf hai. 

(This towel is clean.)

Voh kambal sabz hai.

(That blanket is green.)

kambal (f)

blanket

bara

large, big

chota

small

saaf

clean

sabz

green



Practice 
This quilt is warm. 

___ ____ ____ .

That shoe is dirty.

___ ____ ____.

Grammar

Demonstrative

Pronoun + Noun + 

Adjective + Verb

Yeh gadda mota hai.

This mattress is 

thick.

Vocabulary

razai (m)

quilt

jota (m)

shoe

nul (f)

tap

sabun dani (f)

This tap is tight.

___ ____ ____.

That soap case is wet.

___ ____ ____.

thick. sabun dani (f)

soap case

garam

warm

maila

dirty

sakht

tight

geela

wet



Asking about things in Bedroom

Butva kahan hai? 

(Where is the wallet?)

Butva daraz kay under hai.

(Wallet is inside the drawer)

Joota kahan hai?

(Where is shoe?) 

Joota ghusal khaney kay bahir hain.

Vocabulary

butva (m)

wallet

daraz (m)

drawer

joota (m)

shoe

Grammar

Noun + Noun

postposition + 

Verb

Butva daraz kay

under hai.

Wallet is inside the 

drawer.Joota ghusal khaney kay bahir hain.

(Shoe is outside the bathroom)

khushboo kahan hai? 

(Where is perfume?)

Khushboo singhar meiz kay oper hai. 

(Perfume is on the dressing table)

Chabi kahan hai?(where is key?)

Chabi kursi kay neechey hai. 

(Key is below the chair)

khushboo (f)

perfume 

singhar meiz (m)

dressing table

chabi (f)

key

kahan

where

Postpositions

kay under

inside

kay bahir

outside

kay oper

on

kay neechey

below

drawer.



Practice
___ ____ ____ .?

(Where is wrist watch?)

___ ____ ____ .

(Wrist watch is inside the drawer.)

___ ____ ____ ?

(Where is blanket?) 

___ ____ ____ .

Vocabulary

ghari (f)

wrist watch

daraz (m)

drawer

kambal (m)

blanket

almari (f)

Grammar

Noun + Noun

postposition + Verb

Butva daraz kay

under hai.

Wallet is inside the 

drawer.

Postpositions
___ ____ ____ .

(Blanket is outside the cupboard.)

___ ____ ____ ?

(Where is pillow?)

___ ____ ____ . 

(Pillow is on the bed.)

___ ____ ____ ? (where is shoe?)

___ ____ ____ . 

(Shoe is below the bed.)

almari (f)

cupboard

takia (m)

pillow

palang (m)

bed

joota (m)

shoe

Postpositions

kay under

inside

kay bahir

outside

kay oper

on

kay neechey

below



Ginti Counting

Aik kalam 

One pen

Cheh kalam

Six pens

Dou kalam

Two pens

Saat kalam 

Seven pens

Teen kalam Aath kalamTeen kalam

Three pens

Aath kalam

Eight pens

Char kalam

Four pens

Nao kalam

Nine pens

Panch kalam

Five pens

Dus kalam

Ten pens 


